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Guide services at Universal Studios Florida, $ 200, Orlando

Seller Info

Universe Travel & Business

Universe Travel

Universe Travel & Business

Travel company, tour operator in the USA since 2023.

The company's agents and employees have experience in

tourism since 2008.

The main activities:

- Package tours to the USA, excursions, transport and other

travel services.

- Individual and group tours in Florida and the USA.

- Drawing up individual routes and programs.

- Reception and service groups.

- Organization of corporate events, seminars, conferences,

exhibitions.

- Booking hotels, cruises, airline tickets.

- Concierge services.

- Providing ITBP platform B2B + B2C
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+1 (347) 217-7878
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Listing details

Common

PRICE: $ 200

DESCRIPTION: We will provide the services of a Russian-speaking guide in the theme parks

Universal Studios Florida and Universal's Islands of Adventure, both owned by

the famous company NBC Universal, which produces films. Therefore, the

park is entirely dedicated to the creation of cinema and animation, where all the

attractions are dedicated to the plots of the films.

The park is impressive in everything, starting with a giant multi-story parking

lot with its own names on each floor: “King Kong”, “Jurassic Park”... From the

parking lots, escalators - moving paths lead to the parks through City Walk - an

entertainment center with many cafes and restaurants with live music, dance

and performance venues.

At Universal Studios, you are greeted from the entrance by the Terminator 3D

attractions (movie action with real actors emerging from the screen and

defeating cyborgs), and the Hollywood Rip Ride Rockit, a dizzying, fast,

vertical roller coaster. There is Revenge of the Mummy, Shrek and Donkey,

Man in Black, Harry Potter, Transformer and many other crazy rides. Everyone

leaves unforgettable impressions in their own way, and one can only regret that

they pass by so quickly. And it’s upsetting that you have to stand in line for

every attraction. During the season, lines, as in

Disney parks, reach more than 1 hour. This is indicated at the beginning of

each queue (approximately). You can buy a ticket about 50% more expensive -

for fast queues - it will reduce standing by about 4 times (the queue for those

who skip the queue). If you sacrifice sociability, you can go on a single ride

(single - in a row, for example, a group of 3 people sat together. A single

person from a short “single ride” queue is seated for finishing).

You can move from Universal to Islands of Adventure without leaving the park

- by train (steam locomotive). This in itself is a fun ride with centaurs and

Harry Potter along for the ride. And road adventures already begin right at the

boarding - passengers at some point disappear right before your eyes, and it is

even possible to record this on video - how your relatives and friends will

simply disappear from sight right in front of you.

In Island of Adventure, Harry Potter again meets you, flying with you and

ahead of you on a broom, helping you literally escape from the bony hands of

Death and fight off a fire-breathing dragon (the steam from its mouth - you will

really feel the heat).
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Fun slides and raft rides where you are sure to get wet. No problem. There are

special dryers or you can buy a raincoat. Or you can just do it - open up to the

splashes and fountains - this is Florida, after all - you'll dry quickly. But there

is a lot of squealing, delight, and impressions.

The Hulk rollercoaster that shoots you at the very beginning - a huge roller

coaster the height of a 16-story building - carries you in a chair in huge 5-meter

loops.

Dragon Battle is a roller coaster with huge loops and speed, like two dragons

that carry you and circle you, dancing their sinister dance.

Epic on the Island of Adventures is the attraction "The Amazing Adventures of

Spider-Man", where you fall into the path of the evil and all-powerful negative

heroes of the movie "Spider-Man", but Spider-Man saves you from their really

scorching flamethrowers and pulls you out with a net when you fall from a

skyscraper onto the asphalt. It excites both big and small (even 5-year-olds can

ride).

In the evening there is a powerful musical fireworks display.

You can’t list everything and you can’t try it all even in a few days. Once again,

I would like to note that Universal parks are entire cities of entertainment,

where both big and small, and even the smallest children, have exciting areas

and shows in both parks - for every taste.

Tickets cost: one park $124, both parks (on the same day) $179. Children's

tickets are slightly cheaper. Prices may vary during the season.

And Univesal is also completing the construction of a huge, bright, impressive,

very, very water park. I hope that very soon we will be able to ride Universal's

Volcano Bay water slides.

 

The price for guide services is for 5 hours!

Posted: Mar 27, 2017

Location

Country: United States

Region: Florida

CITY: Orlando

Departure city: Orlando

Excursion type: Thematic tour
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Pricing

BOOKING:

PRIVATE GROUP PRICE

Private 1-3 per.: $ 500

Private 4-6 pers.: $ 550

Private 7-10 pers.: $ 600

PRICE IN A PUBLIC GROUP

calendar

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: Guided service

NOT INCLUDED:: Tickets

Additional
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